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Market Update: Despite President-elect Donald Trump’s persistent urge about increasing manufacturing

within  the  US borders,  expansion  is  certain  to  happen  especially  in  nearby locations  like  Canada  and

Mexico.  Lower  hourly payment,  strong and reliable  worker  training,  local  consumption,  and  favorable

legacy  business  fundamentals  are  only  adding  allure  to  the  historically  and  comparably  important

manufacturing  areas  that  are  shaping  and  developing  the  US  economy throughout  various  production

processes and automation, ever since the Industrial Revolution in the late 1700s.

Stocks to Watch: Boeing Co (BA) said that the company’s jet built and delivery total reached 748 aircraft

across its five major programs, which topped the target of 745 aircraft that the defense company had set

previously.  Boeing  has  reported  numerous  unfilled  deliveries,  and  is  quoted  for  a  record  2017  year,

alongside  with  peer  Honeywell  International  Inc  (HON)  and  specialty  materials  and  chemical  product

company Celanese Corp (CE), all three expecting increased cash flows. 

Boeing is planning replacements for older aircraft, and is due to deliver during 2017 the first 737 fourth-

generation of twin-engine series. Model 737 was ranked biggest in terms of unfilled contracts. The company

opened in May last year a $1 billion, 27-acres factory to build new 777 jetliners, adjacent to its larger plant

in Everett, Washington. Models 787 and 777 were second -and third-most undelivered orders, respectively.

Gеneral Motors Co (GM) outlined pending manufacturing plans and the company has no urgent intention to

change schedules, executives told media. Meanwhile Fiat Chrysler Automobiles NV (FCAU) said it would

have to close its Mexican car plants if the new president follows through on campaign promises to impose

stringent tariffs on vehicles coming into the US.

The car maker in 2015  invested roughly $1 billion  in Mexico,  in  Chevrolet  Equinox and  GMC  Terrain

facilities, which also make other models. From the manufacturer’s Chevrolet Cruze hatchback models made

in Mexico only 4,500 were sold in the US last year. Most of 190,000 sedan models that the company sold in

the US were built at GM’s plant in Ohio. 

Mexican plants make small cars and luxury vehicles that can be easily sold in varied markets, company

executives said. Automakers in Mexico  earn $8.24 an hour on average in pay and benefits compared to

$46.35 an hour for workers in the US and similarly in Canada too.

McDonald’s Corp (MCD) confirmed its  previous adverse international business decision: the old-school

global restaurant chain is selling 80% of its Chinese business in a $2.08 billion deal, expected to close this

summer. The buyers are Citic Ltd, a Chinese state-owned company, and Washington, DC-based private-

equity firm Carlyle Group. 

Importantly too, McDonald’s will change franchise locations and add more than 1,500 restaurants in China

and Hong Kong over the next five years. The company had served more than a billion customers annually in

China, and had hired more than 120,000 employees.


